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Word cloud

T HIS VISUALIZAT ION REVEALS WHAT  EMOT IONS AND KEY T HEMES T HE REVIEWERS MENT IONED MOST  OFT EN IN T HE REVIEWS. T HE LARGER
T HE WORD T HE MORE IT  WAS USED BY T HE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING T HE T RACK.

beat decent vocals great tone reminds voice intro love vocalist mellow singer's

artist guitar sounded listening piano nice boring songs track good felt

production bands feel pretty average lyrics sounding listen long thought trite music

melody instrumentals

SONG ANALYSIS

This is generated using a technology that automatically "reads" all of the reviews and identifies which elements of the track the
reviewers are commenting on the most. It then establishes whether the comment is positive or negative, collects all this information
and displays the result as a graph. This analysis is particularly useful to help improve songs or recordings.
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REVIEWS

OVERALL MARKET POTENTIAL

This is the most important commercial indicator for the track. It combines the Track Rating and the Passion Rating to give a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market.
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SIMILAR ARTISTS

The reviewers considered that this artist had similarities to the artists in the chart below.

“Beautiful rhythm and very nice track that has a melody that reminds a little of the past. Very mellow, relaxed song with a good
voice. Overall really nice to listen to!”

“Cool catchy opening intro. Song is very mellow & has decent vocals (but not the best) I think the lyrics could use some work.
Song is nicely produced & instruments are well played. Song needs assistance.”

“His voice is good, but the track isn't that good. The lyrics don't match the beat, the beat is good for a better sounding lyrics of
a track.”

“I did not really enjoy this song. He did not really have that good of a voice. This is not a song I would reccommend to others ”



“I enjoyed listening to this song quite a bit, it was cool. It was a nice and good song to listen to. I think that they may have a
good future ahead of them.”

“I enjoyed the vocals as this song started and the way that the song continued I think the artist did a wonderful job and great
job”

“I felt the song was somewhat boring but I gave it a 6 because of the instrumental. Very Clapton like in regards to the
instrumental. The singular seem to go off key especially when he had to hold his note's long. The backup vocalist did a pretty
decent job keeping the military going. It's one of those songs where if it's on the radio I wouldn't change it if it was my normal
station. But I wouldn't seek it out.”

“I just like how the track sounds overall, its laid back but I do like the tone and pace of it the most. Its just a good folk son in
the end”

“I like the 3/4 bar method mixed in with the 4/4 method. This track feels like Nirvana 2016. Also sounds mixed with Radiohead.
Two of my favorite bands. I love songs with guitar and drum solos. They take me to a different world when I am listening to the
track.”

“I like the back ground music a lot in this song. The "oh'es" are really nice and relaxing to me. I like the easiness of this song a
lot.”

“I like the bands name really neat I like the title of the song to ,The lyrics are great I like the vocals a lot , great song ”

“I like the dream-like quality that the instruments start out with. The vocalist starts out soft and builds upward, which goes well
with the entire tone of the song. I'm not sure how well this will do commercially.”

“I like the interplay of the guitar and piano work. I don't like the simplistic chord progression, or the typical lyrics. Overall, this
song is okay but doesn't stand out.”

“I like the mellow feel of the song, reminds me of coldplay. The production of the song is top notch, all the instruments cut
through the mix.”

“I like the melodic nature of the song's beat, especially when combined with the somewhat relaxing nature of the lyrics and
vocals. This would be a good song to listen to on a road trip.”

“I like this song. Today I am finding that I really like these slow songs. It might be the singer's voice of the instruments used in
the song.”

“I liked the intro on this song. I think that the singer had a good voice and it fits this song well. I like the music / instrumentals in
this song.”

“I liked the melody and the vocals. The instrumentals were okay. The intro was a little on the long side, which I could have lived
without. But it was a good intro, despite being overly long.”



“I liked the smooth sound of the track. And I really liked the instrumentals and guitar riffs. But the sound and melody was just a
little boring for me. I think it was just a bit underwhelming for me.”

“I liked the sound quality and overall beat of the music. The vocalist showcased his talents well and the song progressed from
start to finished. I listened to the entire song because I found it plesurable to do so.”

“I liked this, as it reminded me a bit of the Wallflowers and Pearl Jam, both of which are bands that I like quite a bit. The song
seems to be simple, but nice.”

“I love the background instrumentation in this song. It pairs extremely well with the vocals. This song would be a good song to
listen to in California in a convertible while cruising down the highway.”

“I loved the instrumentals and thought they sounded great throughout the song. I liked the mellow beat and melody and overall
sound and mod of the song. Vocals sounded good at first but there were moments when they lacked enegry and felt flat.”

“I really like vocals in this song, and there are nice touches of slight echo effects on some of the verses. I like the guitar, it
almost sounds like it's a steel guitar at some points. I love the nice mellow lead guitar solo. I would purchase this track.”

“I really liked how the song started out with the instruments, it was really nice to listen to. It reminded me of Cold play a little
bit when I first started listening to it. The vocals were okay, it wasn't what I was expecting and the artist's singing style is a little
bit country-like. Overall, it is an average song and I can imagine it being played on a movie shown on Lifetime channel or
something along those lines.”

“I really liked parts of this song the guitar solo in the middle is very well done but seems too fast paced. I did like the vocals just
thought it was way too drawn out at parts”

“I really liked the use of the piano on this song. I think that the piano should be louder than it currently is. I think the singer's
voice is full of emotion but fell flat at several points.”

“I thought that everything about this song was either great or incredible in my opinion. The instrumentation was incredible to
listen to and the rest is great too. I have nothing negative to say about this song it's good.”

“I was not a big fan of the vocals. The song just seemed mediocre overall. The song did sound well polished though. I did enjoy
the guitar solo.”

“If the Smiths and newer The Cure meshed together, I feel it would feel like this song. Its mellow but in an upbeat way if that
makes any sense.”

“Its good but very boring to me. The lyrics are boring and so is the music. The singing is ok though thats the best part. I dont
care for it.”

“Its really well done. I like it. Very reminescent of the doors and is sounding great. The vocals do have spots with really hard
SSSes, Its a mic issue I think”



“Over all I would say that this here song is a bit average and I dont think that the song does anything to differentiate itself or be
unique”

“Song has a solid beat which was catchy and the voice singer was good overall as well. The song structure though felt odd and I
did enjoy the song as much as I could have because the structure of the song felt really odd.”

“The guitar is nice and the instrumentation is lush and full. I also like the singer's voice. But the lyrics are trite, trite, trite. It's like
they've come out of a rhyming book.”

“The instrumental music is the highlight of the song. The vocals are decent but unexciting and are not particularly memorable.
This is a decent song overall.”

“The instrumentals are just trying. The vocals are finer. The production is ok. The lyrics are fine. The song possibly has a chance
to be a huge hit.”

“The instrumentation is very good on this track. I love the sound of the guitar playing. The vocals are also pretty good and really
compliment the music well.”

“The opening was quite pretty. I like how the music has substance. The guitar playing is solid. The voice has personality and a
good tone. The production is also good.”

“The piano is powerful in every song, in my opinion. In this particular, it sets the tone and the mood of the composition. The
vocalist is talented.”

“The song is good. I like it a lot and it reminds me of phish to be honest. It is not a bad song at all and I would recommend it ”

“The song just made me FEEL good. I can't really pinpoint exactly what it is that is so great here. The lyrics aren't particularly
original, but they just are a perfect accompaniment to the interesting and soothing instrumental. I really like this song.”

“The song's instrumentation is really smooth and relaxed. The singer's vocals has an amusing sound and style to it, the way they
present their lyrics in the song.”

“The track is average but ready for the radio. I have heard tracks that are more unique and more friendly to the listener but this
average track will get air play.”

“The vocals were very nice to listen to, the track itself was average overall, I found the lyrics to be unimaginative but I didn't
totally hate them they just sounded overly generic. I'm not really a fan of the production value overall, and I wouldn't actively
seek out or listen to this artist.”

“This is a nice sounding song that you could listen to in a relaxing setting. The lead singer has a nice and professional voice. I
would listen to this song again.”



“This is a really good tune. It has a very catchy uptempo beat. The artist sings with passion and love. The song relaxes me and
makes me feel great”

“This is a very nice peaceful song. The instrumentation is very nice and the artist has a nice tone. The lyrics are good also. There
is nothing that I dislike about the song”

“This is an absolute hit! This is one of the most beautiful songs that I've heard in a long time. The vocals are mesmerizing as is
the guitar and melody. I had to keep listening and wanted to hear more. It has an authentic sound that is not overproduced.”

“This piece had a bluesy run, but the solos and instrumentation, while on beat was not interesting. The guitar solos in particular
felt tread and worn. The lyrics and singing were ok, but didn't rise above the piece.”



OVERALL TRACK RATING

T HIS IS T HE OVERALL RAT ING FOR T HE T RACK AS CALCULAT ED FROM T HE
WEIGHT ED AVERAGE OF ALL T HE REVIEWERS' RAT INGS. T HIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" T HE T RACK IS OVERALL (NOT  NECESSARILY
MARKET  POT ENT IAL).

LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 T O INDICAT E A HIGH QUALIT Y T RACK

6.9/ 10

1) DIVERSIT Y OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WIT H
MANY DIFFERENT  POINT S OF VIEW MAKES BET T ER DECISIONS
T HAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS T HE SAME INFORMAT ION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: T HE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OT HERS.

3) DECENT RALIZ AT ION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON T HEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RAT HER T HAN BY A CENT RAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGAT ION: T HERE IS A WAY OF ACCURAT ELY MEASURING
T HE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECT IVE ANSWER.

WISDOM OF CROWDS

WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN MET HODOLOGY T HAT  LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZ ED UNDER T HE RIGHT  CONDIT IONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUT PERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERT S IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICT IONS. IT  IS NOT  NEW. IT  IS T HE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF T HE LARGEST  COMPANIES IN T HE WORLD. IT  HAS BEEN PROVEN T IME AND AGAIN T HAT  COLLECT IVE WISDOM
SURPASSES T HE EXPERT S.

T HE 4 CONDIT IONS REQUIRED T O FORM A "SMART  CROWD" T HAT  DELIVERS AN ACCURAT E REVIEW ARE:


